Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to give proofs of modification of Kwapien's representation theorem for continuous linear operators on Lq, and modification of the Lamperti representation theorem for linear operators between LP spaces, where l<p<oo, p ± 2.
Introduction
For definitions and standard results concerning Boolean algebras and measure theory the reader is referred to books of H. L. Royden [8] , R. Sikorski [9] and P. R. Halmos [1] . We recall here the most important definitions and notation.
A measure space (X,F,fi) is said to be finite, when /i(X) < oo. A measure /¿, as well as its corresponding measure algebra A, is called
non-atomic if whenever F E A with /¿(F) > 0, there exists E E A with E < F such that fj,(F) > p(E) > 0.
If A is a measure algebra and A E A, by A(A) we mean the restriction of the measure algebra A to A, i.e. A{A) = {B E A : B < A}. If (Xi, Fi,fi\) and (X2, ^2,^2) are measure spaces, the point mapping ip : X1 -> X2 is called measurable if ip~1(E) G F\ for each E G F2. And if is called non-singular, if whenever E G F2 and ^{E) = 0, then ¡JLI(ip~1(E)) = 0. Definition 1.3. Let (Xi,Fi,/¿i) and -P2,M2) be measure spaces and let Ai and A2 be the corresponding measure algebras. A set mapping h :
A2 -> A\ is called a homomorphism, if (i) h(X2) = (ii) h{-E) = -h{E), VE e A2; (iii) h(E V F) = h(E) V h(F), for any E,F eA2.
If, in addition, h has the property that for any sequence (En) in A2,
By LQ{¡JL) we mean, as usual, the set of all measurable functions with respect to the measure fx. If / G Lo(fj,), we put supp / = {x : f(x) ^ 0} (the support of /). If E C X is measurable, then LQ{E) = {/ : / is measurable and supp / C E}.
For 0 < p < 00 we define Lp(ji) to be the space of all functions / in L0(fi) such that \f(x)\ p dfi(x) < 00 (i.e., Lp{¡x) C Lo(m))-For p > 1, Lp(/x) is a Banach space.
By LQ and Lp we are referring to LQ and Lp of the unit interval with Lebesgue measure.
A sequence (/") in Lo{fi) is said to converge to f in measure if, given e > 0, there is an integer N such that for all n > N we have fi({x :
A norm || • || is called an F-norm if it satisfies ||x + j /|| < ||x|| + ||y||. If || • || is an F-norm, then d(x,y) = ||a; -i /|| is an invariant metric on X. (So that Lo(fi) is a topological algebra, and a complete lattice).
A metrizable topological vector space (or metric linear space) is called an F-space if it is complete for an invariant metric (and hence for every invariant metric).
Thus, by V. L. Klee [10] , a metric linear space which is complete in any metric will also be complete in any invariant metric. By the inequality (a) if g a < f ¿ia.e. for some /, then (p~1 oh = sup <7 a < / /x-a.e.
e., and also there is a sequence (Sc*") such that V^Li V ° 9a n = h. Thus V^Li 9<* n -V -1 0 h and hence B has the required properties (i) and (ii).
• Every cr-finite measure algebra is complete (see [9] , p.73). where E = from which XE A < XE for each A G I, and hence E a < E. Also, if E a < F for all A G /, then XE 0 < XF for all a G I. Thus XE < Xf which implies E < F. Therefore, E is the least upper bound of S = {E a :aeI}cA.We denote E by V E a or V S. m From (1) and (2) we have ||a/||o = "i(supp/), V/ G L 0 . Now suppose m(supp /") -> 0, but m(suppT(/ n )) -/» 0. By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that m(supp /") -> 0, but m(suppT(/ n )) > e for some e > 0, which means that
For each n G N, there exists a n G R such that ||T(a"/ n )||o = ||aT(/ n )||o > e. So, we have Ha^/nllo = m(supp/ n ) 0, but ||T(a n / n )|| 0 0 which contradicts the continuity of T.
• If a ^ /? in R, then af 2 (x) / /3f 2 (x), or otherwise f 2 (x) = 0. So that B a n Bp = 0, since if x G B a , then x ^ Bp. Hence the collection il = {B a : a G il} is an uncountable collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of A 2 , and since the Lebesgue measure m is a-finite there is a set B ao G it such that /i(i?2) by definition of h. So that for any sets A and B,  h(A) C h(A U B) and h(B) C h{A U B). Hence h{A) U h(B) C h(A U B) . Thus h(A U B) = h(A) U h(B) . A such that m(E n ) -> 0, but m(h(E n ) Now we recall and apply a theorem describing the structure of set mappings between measure algebras, proved by the author in a previous paper [7] .
ii) Suppose (E n ) is a sequence in

THEOREM 2.6 ([7]). Let (Xi,Fi,f¿i) and (X 2 ,F 2 ,fi 2 ) be two finite nonatomic measure spaces and let A\ and A 2 be the corresponding measure algebras of /¿i and n 2 respectively. Suppose h : Ai -> A 2 is a mapping satisfying the following conditions: (i) If (E n ) is a decreasing sequence in A\ with fii(E n ) -» 0, then M2(h(E n )) -> 0;
(
ii) E 1 ,E 2 € Ai implies h(Ex U E 2 ) = h{E{) U h(E 2 ). Then there is a sequence of pairwise disjoint (A n ) in Ai such that h(Xi) =
IXLI and for each n G N, there is a partition {E\ n ,..., Ek n n} ofX such that the mapping hi n (E) = A n fl h(E), VE EA\{Ei n ) is a a-homomorphism of A^Ein) into A 2 (A n fl h(E in )).
THEOREM 2.7. Let A and B be two measurable subsets of [0,1] of a positive measure. Suppose T : Lo(A) -> LQ(B) is a continuous linear operator, and T satisfies the following conditions:
(i) T( 1) = 1, i.
e. T(XA) = XB;
(ii) if //.(supp f\ n supp/2) = 0 then /¿(suppT(/i) n suppT(/2)) = 0. 
Then there exists a non-singular measurable function ip : B A such that T(f) = fo<p for each f E L 0 {A).
THEOREM 2.8 ([6]). Suppose T e C(L0(A), L0(B)) where
A modification of Kwapien's theorem
In [4] , S. Kwapien has presented his theorem on the form of a linear operator in the space of all measurable functions as follows:
THEOREM 3.1 ([4]). Let (E, 9JT, A) be a standard measure space and (F,
¿1) a measure space. A linear operator T : S(E, Tl, A) -> S(F, /i) is continuous iffT is of the form T(/)(t) = ESi <pi(t)f{<f>i{t)), where P {ipi) is a sequence of elements of S(F, ( Xl,fi,) such that //({i : <Pi(t) 0 for infinitely many i}) = 0.
IF is a sequence of mappings from F into E such that for VZ and VA 6 art, ST 1^) e 9t (the completion of VI), and n {i : <pi(t) / 0} is a set of ¡j,-measure zero whenever A is a set of X-measure zero. Now we are going to show the particular representation form T(f) =
Xl^Li 9nf
0 fn where g n and ¡p n as in conditions above. Since {(gin, fin) n E N, 1 < i < k n } is countable, we may write this sequence as the range of a sequence ((g n , <p n )) • Now if x £ Ak, then gi m (x) 0 only if m -k, because suppgi n C A m , and (A m ) is a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets.
Therefore \{x e N : g n {x) ± 0}| < k for some k. Thus T(f) = 
Then there exists a regular set-isomorphism T and a function h such that U is given by
(ii) (Uf)(x) = h(x)T(f(x)).
If a measure fi* is defined by p*(A) = ¡j/(T~1(A)), then
(iii) \h{x)\ p = a.e. onT(x).
Conversely, for any regular S-isomorphism T and any h satisfying (ii) the operator U defined by (ii) satisfies (i).
We will construct a similar form of T(f) as in the Kwapien representation theorem for continuous linear operator. And also, in our modification of Lamperti's theorem, we will use the same technique as in the proof of the modification of Kwapien's theorem. In this modification we choose the algebra A (where supp f E A for each / G LP) to be finite non-atomic measure space ([0,1], A, FI). Recall that Lp(/J,), 1 < p < oo was defined to be the space of all functions / G LQ(H) such that J \f{x)\ p dn{x) < oo, and that for p > 1, Lp(/i) is a Banach space. Now we state and prove our modification of Lamperti's theorem. with suppg n c A n , and a non-singular measurable mapping ip n : suppg n -> A n , such that XA n T(f) - 
